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The objective of this study was to examine anti-icing fluid flow-off properties of both contaminated and uncontaminated 
anti-icing fluids during simulated low speed and high speed take-off runs with the NRC Falcon 20 and T-33 aircraft. High 
speed and low speed testing was primarily conducted with the Falcon 20 aircraft. Limited tests were conducted with the 
T-33 to validate the low speed results obtained using the Falcon 20 aircraft. 
 
The results indicated that the effect of extended flaps seemed to improve fluid elimination at the time of rotation. The 
slatted leading edge did not have a significant effect on fluid flow-off. Testing to simulate different chord lengths 
demonstrated better fluid flow off for shorter chord length test sections. The aerodynamic performance of the new 
generation triozole-free fluids meets or exceeds the performance of the older generation fluids. Fluid flow-off as a result 
of the aircraft rotating or not rotating at the end of the acceleration profile demonstrated a general trend pointing 
towards greater residual fluid following the no-rotation test runs.  Low speed testing with Type III fluid demonstrated 
better fluid flow off when compared to Type IV fluids at low rotation speeds, however a significant amount of Type III 
fluid was still present at the end of the low speed test runs. Testing in mixed ice pellet and snow conditions at colder 
temperatures (below -5ºC) demonstrated difficulties in fluid elimination. Fluid elimination problems with Type IV fluids at 
lower rotation speeds appear to be a fluid issue rather than a contamination issue, however, the general trend indicated 
that as the speed was increased, fluid elimination was improved. 
 
No changes were made to the Ice Pellet Allowance Time Guidelines for the winter of 2008-09. Although a significant 
amount of data was collected with the Falcon 20 and T-33 aircraft during the winter of 2007-08, further testing in the 
wind tunnel is required in order to obtain appropriate lift and drag data to confirm the results obtained with the Falcon 20 
and T-33 aircraft. Wind tunnel testing should be conducted to further investigate lower rotation speeds, mixed ice pellet 
and snow conditions, and ice pellet testing with different fluid types, formulations, and conditions. In addition preliminary 
work should investigate effects of improper fluid application, differences between snow and snow pellets, reduced Type 
I holdover times on composite surfaces, and reduced anti-icing holdover times during frost conditions. 
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